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Tasks

Semi-supervised Event Type Induction

• Given the event mentions in a dataset with n types, the goal is to 

discover n – m unknown types given m known types.

• This is essentially a special case of semi-supervised clustering.

• We evaluate on the ACE2005 dataset with 10 known types and 23 

unknown types.

Name and FrameNet Linking

• We design two retrieval tasks for our discovered clusters.                

Cluster descriptors are retrieved from:

• The 23 unknown cluster names (e.g. “Injure”).

• The 1,221 FrameNet frame definitions (e.g. “The words [...] 

describe situations in which an Agent or a Cause injures a Victim [...]”).

INTRODUCTION

• Many existing resources for event extraction may cover a limited number 
of types. 

• This is especially true for domain-specific documents, such as within a 
scientific field which uses unique jargon and processes. 

• In order to understand these, it is necessary to automatically discover 
these rare domain-specific events in these papers. 

• We propose a novel semi-supervised event type induction approach 
using a semi-supervised contrastive loss-enforced batch attention 
mechanism.

METHODOLOGY

Semi-supervised, masked contrastive loss
• The following shows an example label matrix for the 

contrastive loss.
• Blue is positive, white is negative, and red is masked.
• Q’ and K’ are created using data augmentation. 

RESULTS

FrameNet Linking Results

CONCLUSIONS
• We propose a novel framework for new event type induction which uses 

a masked contrastive loss to enforce an attention mechanism over data 
minibatches. This framework is also potentially applicable for semi-
supervised clustering and classification problems in other settings where 
a pretrained model exists.

• We use the “clustered” features produced by our model to extend new 
event type induction to two novel downstream tasks: type name 
prediction and FrameNet linking. 
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Background

How does a Transformer usually work?

• A Transformer layer learns query, key, and value representations for a 

sequence of tokens.

• The dot product between the query and key representations is used to 

create a convex combination of the value representations.
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